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Architecture in South-East Asia 
1: Thailand 

Beginning with Thailand and followed by 
countries such as Indonesia) Malaysia) Singa
pore) the Philippines and Hon,g Kong) 
MIMAR presents a new series in which an 
attempt will be made to study the contempor
ary architecture of South-East Asia. The goal 
is to create a better understanding of the re
gions) building with specific identities man
ifested in the regional economy) politics and 
culture. 
The total population of the region if 

T hailand is one of the very 
few nations in the Third 
World which has re
mained independent. It 
never submitted to fore
ign colonial regimes and 

has kept its own cultural tradition alive 
through its long history. For centuries it 
had to survive the dominating powers of 
China and India as well as the rivalling 
Khmer Empire and the Burmese until 
finally the independent kingdom of 
Sukothai, which was considered as the 
"Dawn of Happiness", was established. 
For centuries the capital was A yutya, lo
cated north of Bangkok, which was des
troyed in the 18th century. 

The modem development began with 
the opening to the West and a delicately 
balanced diplomacy countering the Brit
ish and French Colonial interest in the 
region. This state of independence of the 
50 million Thais continues under the pre
sent ruler King Bhumipol Adulayadej , 
who was born in America in 1927 and 
educated in Europe. The situation of con
temporary architecture in Thailand re
flects the rather homogeneous character 
of the country as well as its openness to 
international culture. 

One of the crucial facts for the pre
servation and independence of Thailand 
as a modem culture in harmony with its 
own past is that the Thais themselves 
decided upon and administered the trans
formation from a backward feudalist 
state into a modem industrialised nation 
with a capital of over 6 million people 
and a growing economical base in the 
context of world trade. The architectural 
development since the establishment of 
Bangkok as the capital in the late 18th 
century is a typical blend of Western 
styles and old Thai architecture, often 
resulting in bizzare mixes of East and 
West, old and new. Some examples can 
be seen in buildings by the British archi
tect John Chinitz (Throne Hall in the 
Grand Palace of 1876-1882), the French 
architect Charles Bequelin (Krom Phra 
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South-East Asia was estimated to be over 250 
million in 1976) in comparison with only 144 
million in 1940; it is one of the most rapidly 
growing regions if the world. It is surprising 
that in comparison to the large number if 
studies on economic) social and political his
tory) very little has been written on contempor
ary architecture in the region) which poses 
extremely complicated problems due to the 
multi-racial reality and the multifaceted tradi
tions of each if the nations. 

) 

Chan Palace for Queen Sirikit, around 
1926), the German architect Karl Doering 
(Bang Khun Pron'l Palace in Bangkok, 
around 1920), and in more recent times 
by the English architects Robert Matth
ew, Jolmson-Marshall and Partners 
(Asian Institute of Technology in Bang
kok), the American architect John Carl 
Warnecke (u.s. Embassy in Bangkok), 
and the Japanese architect Kisho Kuroka
wa Gapanesc Studies Institute at Tham
mas at University in Rangsit) . A fascinat
ing recent project is the "Building 
Together Housing" in Bangkok by the 
architects S. Angel, P . Channiern and 
Bruce Etherington. Designed in 1979 the 
first phase of 121 units was completed in 
1982 and the second phase was completed 
in 1983. This synthesis of Thai and West
ern traditional low income housing pro
ject, published in MIMAR 17, 1985, was 
built without government funding. 

The fine book "Old Homes of Bang
kok" by Michael Broman, published in 
Bangkok in 1984, gives a picture of the 
rich treasure of the parallel to Colonial 
architecture in other countries. The dis
tinct difference was that in T hailand the 
m~ority of the clients were Thai and the 
choice of the architectural language was 
their own. Thailand's continuing tradi-



tion of opelmess to Western culture is 
also evident in the two most important 
architects practising in the country today. 
Sumet Jumsai and Strabandhu Ongard, 
who after studying in Europe and Amer
ica returned to their homeland andsuc
cessfully established architectural prac
tices. Both present individual and person
al articulations of a contemporary archi
tecture expressing a regional identity that 
is unmistakably Thai. 

T he work and philosophy 
ofSumetJumsai especial
ly represent the present 
situation of architecture 
in Thailand as it shows 
the difficult middle road 

of merging Western and local traditions. 
Born in Bangkok in 1939 Jumsai studied 
in England and France, eventually estab
lishing his own office in Bangkok in 
1969. Very early in his career he received 
commissions for major architectural 
works, among them the plamllilg of a 

satellite town for 100,000 people in Nava 
Nakom in 1969, the School for the Blind 
in Bangkok of 1971, a Guest House in 
Pattaya of 1973 and the Science Museum 
in Bangkok of1977. In his residential and 
commercial buildings Jumsai developed a 
system of prefabrication tailored for the 
Third World countries which combined 
economic efficiency with the limited re
sources of technology and labour in 
Thailand . Jumsai's posltlon on 
architecture in. Thailand was made clear 
ill a statement in "Contemporary 
Architects" (London, 1980) in which he 
refers to the survival of equatorial Pacific 
and Southwest Asia's history of two and 
a half million years: "This culture, which is 
instinctive and spontaneous, as against in
tellectual, is a link to the longest human 
experience and possibly a key to human
ity's next test in survivability". He con
cludes by applying this to his own 
architectural work: "I am now gradually 
unlearning what I have learned in 
architecture, and if my work reflects this 
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L~ft, above: John Chinitz's Throne Hall of the 
Grand Palace, Bangkok, 1876-1882. Photograph: 
U. Kultermann. 
Left: Building Together - an experiment in peo
ple's pm1icipation in building, 1981. Photograph: 
Steven CohnIAKAA. 
Above: Sumet Jumsai's interior central staircase 
area of a Guest House, Pattaya, 1973. Photograph 
courtesy of the al'Chitect. 

unlearning approach, then perhaps I shall 
be contributing something useful to the 
future of humanity". 

Jumsai's architectural philosophy thus 
incorporates two very divergent ele
ments: 1) the advanced concepts of Le 
Corbusier's and Buckrninster Fuller's 
from the West and 2) the old symbolic 
traditions of South-East Asia articulated 
in Angkor Thorn and A yutya. Examples 
of this can be found in, among others, 
two illuminating articles by Jumsai, "Wa
ter and Mountain: How Cities Strove for 
Harmony by Being Macrocosmically 
Planned" (Ekistiks, September, 1975) and 
"The World of Buck minster Fuller" (The 
Nation, March 19, 1978). 

Jumsai's more recent works demon
strate his ability to adapt Western techno
logy into Thai tradition using an up
scaled method. His Energy Technology 
Complex at the Asian Institute of Tech
nology (ArT) of 1981-1983 explores new 
ways ot solar air-conditioning; his Con
dominium Village at Ban Saray Seaside 
Resort of 1982 created a new shape for 
vacation architecture with imaginative 
shaped walls and the enclosure of outside 
spaces; his bank of Asia New Head 
Office Building in Bangkok (under con
struction in 1986) is a powerful homage 
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Sumet Jumsai 
L~ft, and l~ft, below: Science Museum , Bangkok, 
1977, ~iewed.fi'om the north and interior. 
Photographs courtesy of the architect . 

to contemporary technology; and his 
plan for the new campus of Thammasat 
University at Rangsit (covered in the 
theme section of this issue), begun in 1984, 
shows the merging of traditional plan
ning schemes and modem ideas. 

Preservation also programmatically 
enters his work. The restoration of two 
Bangkok landmarks, the Old Clock 
Tower and the Old Drum Tower in 
1982-1984 demonstrates his capability to 
transform respected old structures into 
viable elements of the contemporary 
urban fabric. The reconstructed Drum 
Tower once again stands in front ofWat 
Po, where it stood since its construction 
in the second half of the 19th century, 
interconnecting original and eclectic 
phases of architecture in Bangkok with 
the present time. Jumsai's work has en
compassed many layers of architectural 
attitudes, and he continues to grow into 
several new directions. 

Another architect of equal importance 
in Thailand is Strabandhu Ongard, 
who was born in 1943 in Bangkok and 
studied architecture in America at Cornell 
and Yale Universities. Among his Amer
ican teachers were Werner Seligman, 
Stanley Tigerman, Serge Chermayeff 
and Charles Moore, who made an espe
cially strong impact on the young Thai 
architect. After his return to Bangkok in 
1969 Ongard opened his own architectur
al office which has since been extremely 
successful in the development and con
struction of commercial buildings, re
sidential architecture and a large number 
of renovations of existing buildings, 
combining past and present into a new 
whole. Among his early works are 
classrooms and dormitories for the 
Panabhandhu, 1969-1970, and the Admi
nistration and Sales Centre for the Sum
makorn Housing Complex in Bangkok, 
1972-1973. 

A new phase in his development is 
marked by the design of a group of 
houses in which old and new are com
bined in a sophisticated manner. The 
client of the Suriyasat Residence, 1976-
1978, had envisioned a brick house with a 
pitched roof which would express his 
admiration for "Western" architectural 
traditions. Ongard solved this problem 
by designing a house with formal and 
informal elements and with an eloquent 



Sumet Jumsai 
L~ft: Energy Technology Department, Asian In
stitute of Technology, 1981. 
Below, l~ft: Bank of Asia Headquarters, 1984-
1986, model, southfocade. 
Below: Restoration of the Old Clock Tower, 
Bangkok, 1982-1984. 
Bottom: New Thammasat University Campus, 
Ranc~sit, 1984, model. 
Photogmphs courtesy ~f the architect. 
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interrelationship of brick and glass and an 
extensive spacial organisation of the in
terior. The residence for Khun V. Ed. of 
1982-1983 presents a completely different 
problem which is solved accordingly. 
The client, a collector of Thai and Euro
pean antiques, wanted to used three ex
isting houses on a site southeast of the 
centre of Bangkok to which a fourth part 
would be added in a more European 
style. Ongard successfully connected all 
four parts forming an architectural col
lage in which Thai and Western 
architectural clements arc united. 

The culmination of this merging 
Western and Eastern elements is demons
trated in the Residence of Khun B. 
Sirichai. In an elaborate and extremely 
complex solution designed in 1982-1983 
and completed in 1985, Ongard remod
elled a residence he had originally buillt 
for the same client. On'a large and ambi
tious scale tllls house combined elements 
from European architecture of the 16th 
century in an extensive symbolic and 
formal re-use for a wealthy Thai impor
ter of marble. Once again, merging pur
pose and content was successfully accom
plished. 

In two recently completed works by 
Strabandhu Ongard he imaginatively 
continued the use of Western and Eastern 
traditions, combining them into new 
unifications. The Mah Boonkrong Mar
ble Showroom in Bangkok of 1982-1983 
is a building located on a comer site of a 
recently developed commercial centre in 
the city, designed as a showcase to ex
hibit Thai and imported marble. Ongard, 
therefore, had to come up with a solution 
that would work as a display area for 
marble as well as a building in which 
marble would be the major material. The 
architectural form not only had to be in 
harmony with the material, but it also 
had to demonstrate the opportunities of 
how marble could be used in the context 
of modem design. The curved entrance 
facade with its glass covered portico espe
cially reflects traditions that already exist 
in the eclectic Thai architecture of the 
past. Ongard's work thus refers to a mul
tiple set of traditional roots; they include 
old Thai architecture, Western archi
tecture and the mix of both as it existed 
in the late 19th century and early 20th 
century in Bangkok. 

Ongard's most recent comn'lission 
continues these complex and highJy 
sophisticated mergings of cultural tradi
tions, this time for a Japanese client, the 
Thai Toshiba Headquarters Service 
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Strabandhu Ongard 
Above: Khun V. Ed. residence, Bangkok, 1982-
1984. 
Left: Khun B. Sirichai residence, Bangkok,1982-
1985. 
Bottom, left and right: Entrance aI'ea and dome ~f 
Sirichai residence. 
Right: Suriyasat residence, Bangkok, 1976 -1978. 
Photographs courtesy of the architect. 

Building on Viphavadi Rangsit Road in 
Bangkok. Designed in 1983/1984 and 
completed in 1985, it is a functional mix 
of housing, offices and service facilities 
articulated in a parallel mix of materials, 
such as brick veneer over steel frame, 
glass reinforced cement and Thai mar
ble. The front portion of the building 
refers to models of European traditions of 
architecture rearticulated in a hybrid 
manner. In any case, an architectural lan
guage has here emerged using elements 
from divergent roots in an eclectic man
ner reminiscent of and transcending the 
work of Charles Moore and Arata Iso
zaki. 

Ongard's latest realisations have to be 
seen in the same international context as 
Moore and Isozaki. His buildings are re
flections of a phase of Thai architecture 
that has found its own distinct form 
which is equivalent to architectural forms 
in other countries that have also found 
their own regional roots. 

The scope of contemporary archi
tecture in Thailand goes beyond the 
work of these two leading architects and 
encompasses traditions which directly 
continue other types of Thai architecture 
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Lift and above: Strabandhu Ongard's MBK Mar
ble Showroom, Bangkok, 1982. Photographs cour
tesy of the architect. 
Lift, below: Casa Company's Xavier Hall 
Chapel, Bangkok, 1972. 
Lift, bottom: Chulathat Kitibutr's Riverside 
House, Chiang Mai, 1980. 
Below: Nitt Charusorn's G1Aest House on a boat 
garage, Phuket, 1981. Photographs: S. Jumsai. 

ranging from the old wooden houses to a 
direct application of Western models. 
The Xavier Hall Chapel in Bangkok of 
1972 by the firm CASA, Co. Ltd: the 
restoration of the Riverside House in 
Chiang Mai (today housing the Etholo
gical Museum) of 1980 by the architect 
Chula that Kitbutr and, in contrast, the 
Guest House on a boat garage in Phuket 
of 1981 by the architect Nitt Charusorn 
are examples of the use of divergent roots 
and polarities. The first two predomi
nantly rely on the use of traditional mate
rials and building types while the third 
predominantly relies on Western pro
totype of vacation architecture and the 
formalistic architectural solutions related 
to it. Nevetheless, they are all three solu
tions in the context of a contemporary 
architecture in Thailand, reflecting the 
country's possibilities . The house of the 
architects Boonyawat and Pussadee Tip
tus in Bangkok of 1982 is still another 
example how the alternatives of Western 
or Thai traditions can be transcended into 
a contemporary synthesis. (This house 
was published in MlMAR 15 1985). 

Among the numerous other works of 
contemporary architecture in Thailand 
the buildings of the firms Plan Architect 
Co. Ltd. and CASA, Co. Ltd. should be 



singled out. One of the most prominent 
realisations by Plan Architect is the Sitha
korn Condominium at Chidlom Road in 
the Paturnwan district of Bangkok. 
This 1S-storey complex with residential 
units, squash court, sauna, swimming 
pool, cafeteria and terrace was built in 
1982-1984. The new Bangkok Airport
Hotel by CASA, Co. is modelled after the 
Western recreational type of buildings. 
Both of these complexes reflect an 
acceptance of modem building types 
which are Western in character. 

Some of Sumet Jumsai's and Stra
bandhu Ongard's solutions also accom
plish this, but their individual personali
ties give their works a fresh and unique 
identity, as is the case with some recent 
foreign contributions to the architecture 
in Thailand, for example, Kisho Kuroka-

wa's Japanese Studies Institute of Tham
masat University in Rangsit of 1985, in 
which the traditional interconnections be
tween old Japanese and old Thai princi
ples are the centre of the design attitude. 

Contemporary architecture in Thai
land has its own and complex identity 
which reflects its independent traditional 
roots. The fact that these regional ex
pressions are on the same sophisticated 
level as solutions in other parts of the 
world indicates the necessity to take a 
second look at architecture in general. Af
ter a long phase of accepting the illusion of 
an "international style" , architecture in all 
parts of the world is once again, as in the 
past, the expression of many divergent 
societies. Understanding and cultural ex
change are only possible when they are 
based on mutual respect and equality. 
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Plan Architect Company's 
5ithakorn Condominium, 
Bangkok, 1982-1984. 
Photograph: 5. Jumsai. 
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